
1
If your spouse still has feelings for you, they will avoid starting
new dating. Even if they date someone, they will not let you know

Their “Hush Hush” Life.

2
They will share their downer attitude with the world by posting
status updates like, “I feel so empty” or “I wish someone were
here.”

“Missing Someone” Captions On Social Media.

3
You will notice during calls or texts they have nothing special to
say but find it just an excuse to engage you with them.

Calls And Texts For No Reason.

4
They do it unconsciously, but somewhere inside them, they hope
that their feelings will be conveyed to you.

They Ask About You From Your Friends.

5
If your ex still likes you and wants you back in their life, they will
continuously behave with you warmly and in a flirty manner.

Finding Ways To Be Close With You.

6
As your ex will find it hard to move forward without you, they will
always describe the charm of old days and old times. 

Reminiscent about old relationship.

7
Display of their better version is the worth utilizing attribute of
those who want their ex back in their life.

Display Of Their Changed Version.

8
It is hard for anyone to see their ex flirting with someone else
even after a breakup if they want them back.

Jealousy And Envy.

12 ACTUAL SIGNS
YOUR EX WANTS YOU

BACK!

9
Nobody has time to visit places where they have none to do but
those who are crazy about their love.

Finding Them In Old Places.

10
If your ex calls you drunk and talks about the old days in a poetic
tone, it is a sign they miss you.

Dialing You While Drunk.

11
As a matter of fact, those who are in heart and prevail over
senses look and feel beautiful.

Their Pleasant Compliments.

12
Though according to certified emotional intelligence
practitioners, it is less observed.

They Confess, They Miss You.
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